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Abstract. We show that if a linear finite-dimensional operator defined in Sobolev space pre-
serves k-monotonicity then the error of approximation of the operator does not decrease with the
increase of smoothness of approximated functions. In other words, there is a saturation effect for
linear finite-rank operators defined in Sobolev space and preserving k-monotonicity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In various applications of computer-aided geometric design it is necessary to ap-
proximate functions preserving such properties as monotonicity, convexity, concav-
ity, etc. The part of the approximation theory, which is devoted to these kind of
problems, is known as the theory of shape preserving approximation (see e.g. [3, 9]
for a survey).
A continuous function f W Œ0;1! R is said to be k-monotone, k  1, on Œ0;1 if
and only if for all choices of k C 1 distinct t0; : : : ; tk in Œ0;1 the inequality
Œt0; : : : ; tkf  0 holds, where Œt0; : : : ; tkf denotes the k-th divided difference of
f at 0  t0 < t1 < :: : < tk  1. Note that 2-monotone functions are just convex
functions.
Let k denote the set of all k-monotone functions defined on [0,1]. If f is a
real-valued and k-times continuously differentiable function defined on Œ0;1, then
f 2k iff f .k/.t/ 0, t 2 Œ0;1.
Let W .k/1 Œ0;1 be the Sobolev space of all real-valued, .k   1/-times differenti-
able functions whose derivative of order .k 1/ is absolutely continuous and whose
derivative of order k is in L1Œ0;1, kf k1 WD ess supx2Œ0;1jf .x/j.
It is said that a linear operator L of W .k/1 Œ0;1 into W .k/1 Œ0;1 preserves
k-monotonicity, if L.k/k .
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Recall that a linear operator mapping a linear normed space into a linear space of
finite dimension n is called an operator of finite rank n.
LetDi denote the i -th differential operator,Dif .x/D d if .x/=dxi , andD0 D I
is the identity operator. Denote ek.x/D xk , k D 1;2; : : :.
Denote B.k/1 WD fW .k/1 Œ0;1 W kDkf k1  1g.







where infimum is taken over all linear continuous operators Ln of W
.k/1 Œ0;1 into
W
.k/1 Œ0;1 of finite rank n, such that Ln.k/k andDkLnek DDkek . Note that
some estimates of shape-preserving n-widths have been obtained in papers [4, 7, 8].











preserve k-monotonicity of approximated functions, i.e. if f is k-monotone on [0,1],
then Bnf is k-monotone on [0,1] as well. However, it is well known [2, 13] that the
order of approximation by Bernstein operators is low. In this paper we present the
example of k-monotonicity preserving operator with the optimal order of approxim-
ation n 2 (k  2).
2. LEMMAS
Lemma 1. Let L WW .k/1 Œ0;1!W .k/1 Œ0;1 be such that
(1) L.k/k;
(2) DkLek DDkek .
If f 2W .k/1 Œ0;1 satisfies kDkf k1  1, then kDkLf k1  1.
Proof. For every f 2W .k/1 Œ0;1 such that kDkf k1  1, we have
jDkf .x/j  1D 1
kŠ
Dkek.x/
for almost all x 2 Œ0;1. Since L.k/  k , for almost all x 2 Œ0;1 the following
inequality holds:




kDkLf k1  1
kŠ
kDkLekk1:
It follows from DkLek DDkek that kDkLf k1  1. 
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Lemma 1 says that if L W W .k/1 Œ0;1! W .k/1 Œ0;1 satisfies conditions (i) and (ii)
then L preserves the ball B.k/1 , i.e. L.B.k/1 / B.k/1 .
Denote j´ WD j=n, j D 0; : : : ;n. Let the linear operator Mk;n W W .k/1 Œ0;1!
W












kC1Œ´1;´2;´3Dk 2f   Œ´0;´1;´2Dk 2f  ; (2.1)






.x  j´ /lDlMk;nf . j´ /
C 2
kŠ





Œ j´C1; j´C2; j´C3Dk 2f   Œ j´ ; j´C1; j´C2Dk 2f

; (2.2)





























 .Œ´n 2;´n 1;´nDk 2f   Œ´n 3;´n 2;´n 1Dk 1f /; (2.4)
if x 2 .´n 1;1:
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Lemma 2. Let k  2 and let the operator Mk;n W W .k/1 Œ0;1! W .k/1 Œ0;1 be
defined by (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4). Then
(1) Mk;n.k/k;
(2) DkMk;nek DDkek;
(3) there exists a real c > 0 such that kf  Mk;nf k1  cn 2 for all f 2 B.k/1 .
Proof. Note thatDkMk;nf is a piecewise linear function andDkMk;nf is linear
on Œ j´ ; j´C1 for each 0 j  n 1. If x 2 . j´ ; j´C1, then
DkMk;nf .x/D 2.j C1 nx/Œ j´ ; j´C1; j´C2Dk 2f
C2.nx j /Œ j´C1; j´C2; j´C3Dk 2f; j D 0;1; : : : ;n 3; (2.5)
DkMk;nf .x/D 2.n 1 nx/  Œ´n 3;´n 2;´n 1Dk 2f
C2.nx nC2/  Œ´n 2;´n 1;´nDk 2f; j D n 2: (2.6)
DkMk;nf .x/D 2.n nx/  Œ´n 3;´n 2;´n 1Dk 2f
C2.nx nC1/  Œ´n 2;´n 1;´nDk 2f; j D n 1: (2.7)
If f 2 k , then it follows from (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) that DkMk;nf  0 on each
.xj ;xjC1/, j D 0; : : : ;n 1, i.e. Mk;nf 2k . Therefore, Mk;n.k/k .
A direct verification shows that DkMk;nek DDkek .







.x  t /CDkf .t/dt;
where kDkf k1  1 and yC D y if y  0, and 0 otherwise.
Take an arbitrary x 2 Œ0; 1
n
 (the case x 2 . j´ ; j´C1/, j D 1; : : : ;n  3, can be
examined analogously), then
Dk 2Mk;nf .x/ Dk 2f .x/















x2 ..´0  t /C 2.´1  t /CC .´2  t /C/
C 1
3
nx3 ..´1  t /C 2.´2  t /CC .´3  t /C/
  1
3
nx3 ..´0  t /C 2.´1  t /CC .´2  t /C/  .x  t /C

Dkfdt;
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and we can obtain
jDk 2Mk;nf .x/ Dk 2f .x/j  an 2; x 2 Œ j´ ; j´C1; j D 1; : : : ;n 3;
for some a > 0. In the same way it can be shown that
jDk 2Mk;nf .x/ Dk 2f .x/j  n 2; x 2 Œ´n 2;´n 1; and x 2 Œ´n 1;1:
Therefore, for every f 2 B.k/1 and any x 2 Œ0;1
jDk 2f .x/ Dk 2Mk;nf .x/j  c1n 2: (2.8)
If k D 2 then the proposition (3) of Lemma 2 is proved.
Let k  3. Since Di .Mk;nf  f /.0/D 0 holds for i D 0; : : : ;k 3, we have








for all x 2 Œ0;1. Then
jDi .Mk;nf  f /.x/j  1
n2
xk 1 i
.k 1  i/Š : (2.9)
We have used the fact that if f 2 L1Œ0;1 and there exists a real a 2 R such that

















jf .t1/jdt1 : : :dtp  ax
p
pŠ
for every p 2N.
The proposition (3) of Lemma 2 follows from (2.9) with i D 0. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT





kf  Lnf k1 
(
n 2; k > 2;
n 1; k D 1; (3.1)
where infimum is taken over all linear continuous operators Ln of W
.k/1 Œ0;1 into
W
.k/1 Œ0;1 of finite rank n, such that
(1) Ln.k/k;
(2) DkLnek DDkek .
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where the first infimum is taken over all n-dimensional subspaces Xn of W
.k/1 Œ0;1,
and the second one is taken over all continuous linear operators Ln ofW
.k/1 Œ0;1 into
Xn satisfying Ln.k/k and DkLnek DDkek .





















n 2; k > 2;
n 1; k D 1:
To complete the proof it is sufficient to show that there exists a linear finite-
dimensional method, that is optimal for n-widths (3.1). If k > 2, then as it follows
from Lemma 2, the linear operator Mk;n WW .k/1 Œ0;1!W .k/1 Œ0;1 satisfies the con-
ditions of Theorem and it is optimal for n-width (3.1). If k D 1, then the piecewise
linear interpolation method with breakpoints j´ , j D 0; : : : ;n, is optimal for n-width
(3.1). 
Theorem 1 shows that the shape-preserving property of operators is negative in
the sense that the error of approximation of such operators does not decrease with
the increase of smoothness of approximated functions. In other words, there is a
saturation effect for linear finite-rank operators preserving k-monotonicity. For the
first time the problem was mentioned by Ronald A. De Vore in his paper [1]. It
is worth noting that non-linear approximation preserving k-monotonicity does not
have this shortcoming [10]. On the other hand, for sequences of linear operators
preserving k-monotonicity (as well as intersections of cones) there are [5,11] simple
convergence conditions (Korovkin type results).
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